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abide Dwell.
If there is one thing I cannot abide it is a lack of discipline.

being Being alive living.
A point of view gradually coming into being.

coexistence The state or fact of living or existing at the same time or in the same place.
A remarkable coexistence of two profoundly different artistic traditions.

concurrent Existing, happening, or done at the same time.
She was given nine months concurrent for each offence.

constitute Give legal or constitutional form to (an institution); establish by law.
These constitute my entire belonging.

creature An animal or person.
As fellow creatures on this planet animals deserve respect.

dwell Live in or at a specified place.
This kind of fish dwells near the bottom of the ocean.

dweller A person who inhabits a particular place.
The majority of urban dwellers live in small apartments.

eternally Used to emphasize expressions of admiration, gratitude, etc.
He was prattling on eternally.

exist Have an existence be extant.
How am I going to exist without you.

existence
Something that exists; a being.
A person may be reaping the consequences of evil deeds sown in previous
existences.

existing Existing in something specified.
Depletion of the oxygen existing in the bloodstream.

extant Still in existence; not extinct or destroyed or lost.
An extant letter.
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happen Happen occur or be the case in the course of events or by chance.
I happen to have just what you need.

here In or at this place where the speaker or writer is.
Sign here.

inhabit Be an inhabitant of or reside in.
Strange notions inhabited her mind.

lifelong Continuing through life.
A lifelong friend.

live
Lead a certain kind of life live in a certain style.
Live entertainment involves performers actually in the physical presence of
a live audience.

living
Pertaining to living persons.
The Wollemi pine found in Australia is a surviving specimen of a conifer
thought to have been long extinct and therefore known as a living fossil.

maintenance Means of maintenance of a family or group.
A chance of going to university with fees and maintenance paid.

occur To be found to exist.
Radon occurs naturally in rocks such as granite.

outlast Live longer than.
The kind of beauty that will outlast youth.

pertain Belong to something as a part, appendage, or accessory.
Matters pertaining to the organization of government.

populate Fill or be present in (a place or sphere.
The film is an epic fantasy populated by grotesque weirdos.

recur (of a thought, image, or memory) come back to one’s mind.
When the symptoms recurred the doctor diagnosed something different.

reside (of a quality) be present or inherent in something.
May parents reside in Florida.

somewhere In or at or to some place someplace is used informally for somewhere.
She must be somewhere.

stay
A period of staying somewhere in particular of living somewhere
temporarily as a visitor or guest.
Jenny decided to stay at home with their young child.

subsist Support oneself.
The problem of subsisting the poor in a period of high bread prices.

survive Support oneself.
She had to work day and night and survive on two hours sleep.
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